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proponents of market driven education reform view vouchers and charters as superior to local board run
community based public schools however the author of this timely volume argues that there is no clear research
supporting this view in fact she claims there is increasing evidence of charter mismanagement with public funding
all too often being squandered while public schools are being closed or consolidated tracing the origins of
vouchers and charters in the united states this book examines the push to globally compete with education
systems in countries such as china and finland it documents issues important to the school choice debate including
the impoverishment of public schools to support privatized schools the abandonment of long held principles of
public education questionable disciplinary practices and community disruption school choice the end of public
education is essential reading for anyone seeking a deeper understanding of the past and future of public
education in america book features provides a comprehensive historical account of the origins of vouchers and
charters includes accounts of intriguing historical experiences examines the defunding of neighborhood public
schools in favor of often underregulated charters reveals charter school churn that often follows the closing of a
mismanaged charter provides a cogent counternarrative to the claim that charters are necessary for america to
compete globally how fortunate that we have another soon to be classic from mercedes schneider that informs and
empowers us all for the fight back joyce e king georgia state university schneider provides a must read for anyone
especially educators interested in the future of public education margaret mary sulentic dowell louisiana state
university outstanding powerful this is the most interesting and best researched book on school choice i ve ever
read julian vasquez heilig california state university term limits enjoy broad popularity among americans yet
scholarly literature has omitted two important questions from the study of municipal reform why are term limits so
popular and what are the causes of movements for term limits in this book douglas cantor exposes the causes of
term limits at the local level of government to shed light on how and why the movement to adopt term limits came
to exist cantor begins his analysis by providing a history of term limits beginning with classical debates in greek
philosophy he describes the benefits of studying the causes of term limits and how term limits are a direct
manifestation of older values rooted in the american traditions of municipal reform part ii examines 20 different
municipalities across the continental united states that experienced a movement to implement term limits through
a political campaign voter initiative or council led charter amendment written to a common template and
examining each case through the lens of the reform impulse cantor argues that the institutional lineage of the
progressives namely council manager governments at large elections and nonpartisanship is largely responsible
for movements to implement term limits somewhere in the united states in almost every election terms limits and
the modern era of municipal reform brings a new dimension to the progressive era championing the study of local
politics and its importance to understanding american politics law of the internet fourth edition is a two volume up
to date legal resource covering electronic commerce and online contracts privacy and network security
intellectual property and online content management secure electronic transactions cryptography and digital
signatures protecting intellectual property online through link licenses frame control and other methods online
financial services and securities transactions antitrust and other liability the law of the internet fourth edition
quickly and easily gives you everything you need to provide expert counsel on privacy laws and the internet
ensuring secure electronic transactions cryptography and digital signatures protecting intellectual property online
patents trademarks and copyright electronic commerce and contracting online financial services and electronic
payments antitrust issues including pricing bundling and tying internal network security taxation of electronic
commerce jurisdiction in cyberspace defamation and the internet obscene and indecent materials on the internet
regulation of internet access and interoperability the authors george b delta and jeffrey h matsuura two internet
legal experts who advise america s top high tech companies demonstrate exactly how courts legislators and
treaties expand traditional law into the new context of the internet and its commercial applications with all the
citations you ll need the law of the internet also brings you up to date on all of the recent legal commercial and
technical issues surrounding the internet and provides you with the knowledge to thrive in the digital marketplace
special features of this two volume resource include timesaving checklists and references to online resources how
horse racing s pioneering use of communication and information networks helped shape the modern media
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information and leisure environment the horse racing industry has been a pioneer in interactive media information
networks and their deployment the race track and the off track betting parlor offer interactive media
environments that reconfigure the relationships among private and public space and presence and copresence in
this book holly kruse explores how horse racing has used media over the last several decades arguing that
examining the history and context of horse racing and gambling gives us a clearer understanding of the
development of data networks media complexes public entertainment and media publics kruse describes an
enormous industry that depends on global information and communication flows made possible by a network
linking racetracks homes off track betting farms and auction sites racetrack architecture now allows for the
presence of screens most showing races from other locations online betting sites enable bettors to wager from
home off track betting facilities collect wagers on races from all over the country odds are set interactively
through the pari mutuel market system kruse considers the uses of public space and its redefinition by public
screens the effect of interactive media on the racing industry including networked in home betting the
technopanic over online poker and the popularity of in home pari mutuel wagering and the use of social media by
racing fans to share information and creative work with no financial payoff ocean and coastal law has grown
rapidly in the past three decades as a specialty area within natural resources law and environmental law the
protection of oceans has received increased attention in the past decade because of sea level rise ocean
acidification the global overfishing crisis widespread depletion of marine biodiversity such as marine mammals
and coral reefs and marine pollution paralleling the growth of ocean and coastal law climate change regulation
has emerged as a focus of international environmental diplomacy and has gained increased attention in the wake
of disturbing and abrupt climate change related impacts throughout the world that have profound implications for
ocean and coastal regulation and marine resources climate change impacts on ocean and coastal law effectively
unites these two worlds it raises important questions about whether and how ocean and coastal law will respond
to the regulatory challenges that climate change presents to resources in the oceans and coasts of the u s and the
world this comprehensive work assembles the insights of global experts from academia and major ngos e g center
for international environmental law ocean conservancy and environmental law institute to address regulatory
challenges from the perspectives of u s law foreign domestic law and international law the civil war on film will
inform high school and college readers interested in civil war film history on issues that arise when film viewers
confuse entertainment with historical accuracy the nation s years of civil war were painful destructive and
unpleasant yet war films tend to embrace mythologies that erase that historical reality romanticizing the civil war
the editors of this volume have little patience for any argument that implies race based slavery isn t an entirely
repugnant economic political and cultural institution and that the people who fought to preserve slavery were
fighting for a glorious and admirable cause to that end the civil war on film will open with a timeline and
introduction and then explore ten films across decades of cinema history in ten chapters from birth of a nation
which debuted in 1915 to the free state of jones which debuted one hundred and one years later it will also
analyze and critique the myriad of mythologies and ideologies which appear in american civil war films including
lost cause ideation black confederate fictions northern aggression mythologies and white savior tropes it will also
suggest the way particular films mirror the time in which they were written and filmed further resources will close
the volume the disputes around fracking and oil and gas policy follow a long tradition of complicated
intergovernmental relationships proponents argue that fracking supports new and well paying jobs revitalizes
state and local economies and that it can help replace reliance on other fossil fuels skeptics and opponents
contend that oil and gas production via fracking contaminates air and water resources causes earthquakes and
can ruin the character of many communities examining the intergovernmental politics of the first oil and natural
gas boom of the 21st century the fracking debate second edition offers a holistic understanding of the politics that
characterize oil and natural gas operations including why local governments are challenging their state s
preemptive authority in order to initiate a larger conversation about improving intergovernmental relationships
author jonathan fisk presents a novel argument about the ways in which local state regional and national
approaches to governance of shale gas development can work together to reduce conflict and forward the
interests of the communities exposed to development asking important questions such as what state structures
govern state local relations what state institutions impact and shape oil and gas production what is the
policymaking context in the state what are the costs and benefits of hydraulic fracturing at the national state and
local levels how are risks and rewards distributed within states what local policies have challenged the state and
why would local communities challenge the state the result is a book that demonstrates that when stakeholders
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acknowledge their interdependencies and one another s expertise they create design and implement more
responsive strategic and targeted public policies the fracking debate second edition will be required reading for
courses on oil and gas policy in the united states environmental politics and domestic energy politics as well as a
vital reference for practitioners and policymakers working in these fields symbolic ornamentation inspired by
ancient greek and roman art is a long standing western tradition the author explores the designs of 18th century
english gunsmiths who engraved classical ornamental patterns on firearms gifted or traded to american indians a
system of allegory is found that symbolized the americas of the new world in general and that enshrined the
american indian peoples as noble savages the same allegorical context was drawn upon for symbols of national
liberty in the early american republic inadvertently many of the symbolic designs used on the trade guns strongly
resonated with several native american spiritual traditions the impact of humanity on the earth overshoots the
earth s bio capacity to supply humanity s needs meaning that people are living off earth s capital rather than its
income however not all countries are equal and this book explores why apparently similar patterns of daily living
can lead to larger and smaller environmental impacts the contributors describe daily life in many different places
in the world and then calculate the environmental impact of these ways of living from the perspective of ecological
and carbon footprints this leads to comparison and discussion of what living within the limits of the planet might
mean current footprints for countries are derived from national statistics and these hide the variety of impacts
made by individual people and the choices they make in their daily lives this book takes a bottom up approach by
calculating the footprints of daily living the purpose is to show that small changes in behaviour now could avoid
some very challenging problems in the future offering a global perspective on the question of sustainable living
this book will be of great interest to anyone with a concern for the future as well as students and researchers in
environmental studies human geography and development studies when you want only one source of information
about your city or county turn to county and city extra this trusted reference compiles information from many
sources to provide all the key demographic and economic data for every state county metropolitan area
congressional district and for all cities in the united states with a 2010 population of 25 000 or more in one volume
you can conveniently find data from 1990 to 2015 in easy to read tables no other resource compiles this amount of
detailed information into one place subjects covered in county and city extra include population by age and race
government finances income and poverty manufacturing trade and services crime housing education immigration
and migration labor force and employment agriculture land and water residential construction health resources
voting and elections the main body of this volume contains five basic parts and covers the following areas part a
states part b counties part c metropolitan areas part d cities with a 2010 census population of 25 000 or more part
e congressional districts in addition this publication includes figures and text in each section that highlight
pertinent data and provide analysis ranking tables which present each geography type by various subjects
including population land area population density educational attainment housing values race unemployment and
crime multiple color maps of the united states on various topics including median household income poverty
voting and race furthermore this volume contains several appendixes which include notes and explanations for
further reference definitions of geographic concepts a listing of metropolitan and micropolitan areas and their
component counties a list of cities by county maps showing congressional districts counties and selected places
within each state new in the 24th edition this edition includes data from the 2012 economic census recently
released for states counties metropolitan areas and cities table e has been expanded to include newly available
county business patterns data for congressional districts table e includes a wide selection of 2014 american
community survey data social security data and data from the 2012 census of agriculture for the congressional
districts of the 114th congress along with the 114th congressional representatives big data has the power to
change all aspects of agriculture environmental protection and healthcare especially in developing countries by
allowing new levels of analysis and tailoring of impacts how big datawill impact will benefit smallholder farmers
relative to global multinationals the book considers how big data can changing the way lenders assess
creditworthiness of potential borrowers data privacy and security issues are important issues the key ideas
concepts and theories presented are explored illustrated and contrasted through in depth case studies of
developing world based big data companies and deployment and utilization big data in agriculture environmental
protection and healthcare today concerns about the financial stability of social security trends in disability health
care costs and the supply of caregivers are all driven by the coming explosion in the population of those over the
age of 65 aging in america focuses on the economic and demographic portrait of the senior population and can
provide a context for analysis of broader population issues it provides a range of characteristics of the older
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population including age composition race and hispanic origin educational attainment living arrangements veteran
status employment and income health insurance disability and housing characteristics some of the benefits of
aging in america include it provides a cross section of socio economic characteristics focused on the aging
population for commonly researched geographic areas states counties cities metropolitan and micropolitan areas
and congressional districts the tables are structured to allow easy comparisons across geographic areas and easy
profiling of characteristics for any area of reader interest this publication fills an information gap because of the
difficulty in extracting comparative data from the census bureau s american factfinder dissemination system users
will have comparative data in a single reference volume the state and metropolitan area data book is the
continuation of the u s census bureau s discontinued publication it is a convenient summary of statistics on the
social and economic structure of the states metropolitan areas and micropolitan areas in the united states it is
designed to serve as a statistical reference and guide to other data publications and sources this new edition
features more than 1 500 data items from a variety of sources it covers many key topical areas including
population birth and death rates health coverage school enrollment crime rates income and housing employment
transportation and government the metropolitan area information is based on the latest set of definitions of
metropolitan and micropolitan areas including a complete listing and data for all states metropolitan areas
including micropolitan areas and their component counties 2010 census counts and more recent population
estimates for all areas results of the 2016 national and state elections expanded vital statistics communication and
criminal justice data data on migration and commuting habits american community survey 1 and 3 year estimates
data on health insurance and housing and finance matters accurate and helpful citations to allow the user to
directly consult the source source notes and explanations a guide to state statistical abstracts and state
information economic development officials regional planners urban researchers college students and data users
can easily see the trends and changes affecting the nation today covers receipts and expenditures of
appropriations and other funds mediating black religious studies spirituality studies and liberation theology philip
butler explores what might happen if black people in the united states merged technology and spirituality in their
fight towards materializing liberating realities the discussions shaping what it means for humans to exist with
technology and as part of technology are already underway transhumanism suggests that any use of technology to
augment intellectual psychological or physical capability makes one transhuman in an attempt to encourage black
people in the united states to become technological progenitors as a spiritual act butler asks whether anyone has
ever been just human butler then explores the implications of this question and its link to viewing the body as
technology re imagining incarnation as a relationship between vitality biochemistry and genetics the book also
takes a critical scientific approach to understanding the biological embodiment of black spiritual practices it
shows how current and emerging technologies might align with the generative biological states of black
spiritualities in order to concretely disrupt and dismantle oppressive societal structures real world advice on how
to be invisible online from the fbi s most wanted hacker wired be online without leaving a trace your every step
online is being tracked and stored and your identity literally stolen big companies and big governments want to
know and exploit what you do and privacy is a luxury few can afford or understand in this explosive yet practical
book kevin mitnick uses true life stories to show exactly what is happening without your knowledge teaching you
the art of invisibility online and real world tactics to protect you and your family using easy step by step
instructions reading this book you will learn everything from password protection and smart wi fi usage to
advanced techniques designed to maximize your anonymity kevin mitnick knows exactly how vulnerabilities can be
exploited and just what to do to prevent that from happening the world s most famous and formerly the us
government s most wanted computer hacker he has hacked into some of the country s most powerful and
seemingly impenetrable agencies and companies and at one point was on a three year run from the fbi now
mitnick is reformed and widely regarded as the expert on the subject of computer security invisibility isn t just for
superheroes privacy is a power you deserve and need in the age of big brother and big data who better than
mitnick internationally wanted hacker turned fortune 500 security consultant to teach you how to keep your data
safe esquire find out how your county or city measures up with others across the united states updated annually to
guarantee convenient access to current statistical information county and city extra is a single volume source of
data for every u s state county metropolitan area congressional district and all cities with populations above 25
000 much has changed in the area of school law since the first edition of the educator s guide to texas school law
was published in 1986 this new tenth edition of the educator s guide offers an authoritative source on texas school
law through the 2021 legislative sessions intended for educators school board members attorneys and taxpayers it
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explains what the law is and what the implications are for effective school operations it helps professional
educators avoid expensive and time consuming lawsuits by taking effective preventive action and it serves as a
highly valuable resource for school law courses and staff development sessions the tenth edition begins with a
review of the legal structure of the texas school system incorporating recent features such as charter schools and
districts of innovation then addresses the instructional program service to students with special needs the rights
of public school employees the role of religion student discipline governmental transparency privacy parental
rights and the parameters of legal liability for schools and school personnel the book includes discussion of major
federal legislation such as the individuals with disabilities education act the family educational rights and privacy
act section 504 of the rehabilitation act of 1973 and title ix on the state level the book incorporates laws
pertaining to cyberbullying inappropriate relationships between students and employees and human sexuality
instruction from ancient metropolises like pueblo bonito and tenochtitlán to the twenty first century oceti sakowin
encampment of nodapl water protectors native people have built and lived in cities a fact little noted in either
urban or indigenous histories by foregrounding indigenous peoples as city makers and city dwellers as agents and
subjects of urbanization the essays in this volume simultaneously highlight the impact of indigenous people on
urban places and the effects of urbanism on indigenous people and politics the authors native and non native
anthropologists and geographers as well as historians use the term indian cities to represent collective urban
spaces established and regulated by a range of institutions organizations churches and businesses these urban
institutions have strengthened tribal and intertribal identities creating new forms of shared experience and giving
rise to new practices of indigeneity some of the essays in this volume explore native participation in everyday
economic activities whether in the commerce of colonial charleston or in the early development of new orleans
others show how native americans became entwined in the symbolism associated with niagara falls and
washington d c with dramatically different consequences for native and non native perspectives still others
describe the roles local indigenous community groups have played in building urban native american communities
from dallas to winnipeg all the contributions to this volume show how from colonial times to the present day
indigenous people have shaped and been shaped by urban spaces collectively they demonstrate that urban history
and indigenous history are incomplete without each other this is a paper back copy of a historical family tree
project casborn creoles is based on the authors research of her mother s paternal paternal side most of all the
book hones in on the family name all noted spellings going back to the late 1600s as well as a personal dna
analysis this book also includes family research for several other familiar names that were married and or born
into the casborn line such as st ann sylve encalade ordogne as well as other spellings cazaubon casbon and much
more cities and disasters presents interdisciplinary and multinational perspectives on emergency management
policy economic development and the various factors that affect the recovery process after natural disasters strike
urban areas the book has three central themes policy urbanity and the interplay of events after disasters that
affect the process of a community s return to normalcy it covers differing approaches to emergency management
policy at local state and federal levels as well as economic development and redevelopment issues in urban areas
it also analyzes the issues of race and ethnicity involved in urban disaster response and recovery plans the book
looks at recent catastrophes such as hurricane katrina superstorm sandy and the 2011 earthquake and tsunami in
east japan the case studies highlight the diverse challenges that communities face with regard to emergency
planning and response given global climate change rising sea levels and the increasing impacts of disasters upon
people particularly in densely populated urban areas there is a clear and urgent necessity to rethink issues
involved in preparation methods for disasters and their aftermath the analyses in cities and disasters help guide
policymakers and policy actors in making decisions that strengthen communities for the future
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School Choice 2016-06-01
proponents of market driven education reform view vouchers and charters as superior to local board run
community based public schools however the author of this timely volume argues that there is no clear research
supporting this view in fact she claims there is increasing evidence of charter mismanagement with public funding
all too often being squandered while public schools are being closed or consolidated tracing the origins of
vouchers and charters in the united states this book examines the push to globally compete with education
systems in countries such as china and finland it documents issues important to the school choice debate including
the impoverishment of public schools to support privatized schools the abandonment of long held principles of
public education questionable disciplinary practices and community disruption school choice the end of public
education is essential reading for anyone seeking a deeper understanding of the past and future of public
education in america book features provides a comprehensive historical account of the origins of vouchers and
charters includes accounts of intriguing historical experiences examines the defunding of neighborhood public
schools in favor of often underregulated charters reveals charter school churn that often follows the closing of a
mismanaged charter provides a cogent counternarrative to the claim that charters are necessary for america to
compete globally how fortunate that we have another soon to be classic from mercedes schneider that informs and
empowers us all for the fight back joyce e king georgia state university schneider provides a must read for anyone
especially educators interested in the future of public education margaret mary sulentic dowell louisiana state
university outstanding powerful this is the most interesting and best researched book on school choice i ve ever
read julian vasquez heilig california state university

Term Limits and the Modern Era of Municipal Reform 2024-06-03
term limits enjoy broad popularity among americans yet scholarly literature has omitted two important questions
from the study of municipal reform why are term limits so popular and what are the causes of movements for term
limits in this book douglas cantor exposes the causes of term limits at the local level of government to shed light
on how and why the movement to adopt term limits came to exist cantor begins his analysis by providing a history
of term limits beginning with classical debates in greek philosophy he describes the benefits of studying the
causes of term limits and how term limits are a direct manifestation of older values rooted in the american
traditions of municipal reform part ii examines 20 different municipalities across the continental united states that
experienced a movement to implement term limits through a political campaign voter initiative or council led
charter amendment written to a common template and examining each case through the lens of the reform
impulse cantor argues that the institutional lineage of the progressives namely council manager governments at
large elections and nonpartisanship is largely responsible for movements to implement term limits somewhere in
the united states in almost every election terms limits and the modern era of municipal reform brings a new
dimension to the progressive era championing the study of local politics and its importance to understanding
american politics

Religious Bodies: 1936 ... 1941
law of the internet fourth edition is a two volume up to date legal resource covering electronic commerce and
online contracts privacy and network security intellectual property and online content management secure
electronic transactions cryptography and digital signatures protecting intellectual property online through link
licenses frame control and other methods online financial services and securities transactions antitrust and other
liability the law of the internet fourth edition quickly and easily gives you everything you need to provide expert
counsel on privacy laws and the internet ensuring secure electronic transactions cryptography and digital
signatures protecting intellectual property online patents trademarks and copyright electronic commerce and
contracting online financial services and electronic payments antitrust issues including pricing bundling and tying
internal network security taxation of electronic commerce jurisdiction in cyberspace defamation and the internet
obscene and indecent materials on the internet regulation of internet access and interoperability the authors
george b delta and jeffrey h matsuura two internet legal experts who advise america s top high tech companies
demonstrate exactly how courts legislators and treaties expand traditional law into the new context of the internet
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and its commercial applications with all the citations you ll need the law of the internet also brings you up to date
on all of the recent legal commercial and technical issues surrounding the internet and provides you with the
knowledge to thrive in the digital marketplace special features of this two volume resource include timesaving
checklists and references to online resources

1997 Census of Agriculture: Louisiana 1999
how horse racing s pioneering use of communication and information networks helped shape the modern media
information and leisure environment the horse racing industry has been a pioneer in interactive media information
networks and their deployment the race track and the off track betting parlor offer interactive media
environments that reconfigure the relationships among private and public space and presence and copresence in
this book holly kruse explores how horse racing has used media over the last several decades arguing that
examining the history and context of horse racing and gambling gives us a clearer understanding of the
development of data networks media complexes public entertainment and media publics kruse describes an
enormous industry that depends on global information and communication flows made possible by a network
linking racetracks homes off track betting farms and auction sites racetrack architecture now allows for the
presence of screens most showing races from other locations online betting sites enable bettors to wager from
home off track betting facilities collect wagers on races from all over the country odds are set interactively
through the pari mutuel market system kruse considers the uses of public space and its redefinition by public
screens the effect of interactive media on the racing industry including networked in home betting the
technopanic over online poker and the popularity of in home pari mutuel wagering and the use of social media by
racing fans to share information and creative work with no financial payoff

Law of the Internet, 4th Edition 2017-01-01
ocean and coastal law has grown rapidly in the past three decades as a specialty area within natural resources law
and environmental law the protection of oceans has received increased attention in the past decade because of sea
level rise ocean acidification the global overfishing crisis widespread depletion of marine biodiversity such as
marine mammals and coral reefs and marine pollution paralleling the growth of ocean and coastal law climate
change regulation has emerged as a focus of international environmental diplomacy and has gained increased
attention in the wake of disturbing and abrupt climate change related impacts throughout the world that have
profound implications for ocean and coastal regulation and marine resources climate change impacts on ocean
and coastal law effectively unites these two worlds it raises important questions about whether and how ocean
and coastal law will respond to the regulatory challenges that climate change presents to resources in the oceans
and coasts of the u s and the world this comprehensive work assembles the insights of global experts from
academia and major ngos e g center for international environmental law ocean conservancy and environmental
law institute to address regulatory challenges from the perspectives of u s law foreign domestic law and
international law

Off-Track and Online 2016-04
the civil war on film will inform high school and college readers interested in civil war film history on issues that
arise when film viewers confuse entertainment with historical accuracy the nation s years of civil war were painful
destructive and unpleasant yet war films tend to embrace mythologies that erase that historical reality
romanticizing the civil war the editors of this volume have little patience for any argument that implies race based
slavery isn t an entirely repugnant economic political and cultural institution and that the people who fought to
preserve slavery were fighting for a glorious and admirable cause to that end the civil war on film will open with a
timeline and introduction and then explore ten films across decades of cinema history in ten chapters from birth of
a nation which debuted in 1915 to the free state of jones which debuted one hundred and one years later it will
also analyze and critique the myriad of mythologies and ideologies which appear in american civil war films
including lost cause ideation black confederate fictions northern aggression mythologies and white savior tropes it
will also suggest the way particular films mirror the time in which they were written and filmed further resources
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will close the volume

Climate Change Impacts on Ocean and Coastal Law 2015-01-28
the disputes around fracking and oil and gas policy follow a long tradition of complicated intergovernmental
relationships proponents argue that fracking supports new and well paying jobs revitalizes state and local
economies and that it can help replace reliance on other fossil fuels skeptics and opponents contend that oil and
gas production via fracking contaminates air and water resources causes earthquakes and can ruin the character
of many communities examining the intergovernmental politics of the first oil and natural gas boom of the 21st
century the fracking debate second edition offers a holistic understanding of the politics that characterize oil and
natural gas operations including why local governments are challenging their state s preemptive authority in
order to initiate a larger conversation about improving intergovernmental relationships author jonathan fisk
presents a novel argument about the ways in which local state regional and national approaches to governance of
shale gas development can work together to reduce conflict and forward the interests of the communities exposed
to development asking important questions such as what state structures govern state local relations what state
institutions impact and shape oil and gas production what is the policymaking context in the state what are the
costs and benefits of hydraulic fracturing at the national state and local levels how are risks and rewards
distributed within states what local policies have challenged the state and why would local communities challenge
the state the result is a book that demonstrates that when stakeholders acknowledge their interdependencies and
one another s expertise they create design and implement more responsive strategic and targeted public policies
the fracking debate second edition will be required reading for courses on oil and gas policy in the united states
environmental politics and domestic energy politics as well as a vital reference for practitioners and policymakers
working in these fields

The Civil War on Film 2020-10-01
symbolic ornamentation inspired by ancient greek and roman art is a long standing western tradition the author
explores the designs of 18th century english gunsmiths who engraved classical ornamental patterns on firearms
gifted or traded to american indians a system of allegory is found that symbolized the americas of the new world
in general and that enshrined the american indian peoples as noble savages the same allegorical context was
drawn upon for symbols of national liberty in the early american republic inadvertently many of the symbolic
designs used on the trade guns strongly resonated with several native american spiritual traditions

The Fracking Debate 2017-08-07
the impact of humanity on the earth overshoots the earth s bio capacity to supply humanity s needs meaning that
people are living off earth s capital rather than its income however not all countries are equal and this book
explores why apparently similar patterns of daily living can lead to larger and smaller environmental impacts the
contributors describe daily life in many different places in the world and then calculate the environmental impact
of these ways of living from the perspective of ecological and carbon footprints this leads to comparison and
discussion of what living within the limits of the planet might mean current footprints for countries are derived
from national statistics and these hide the variety of impacts made by individual people and the choices they make
in their daily lives this book takes a bottom up approach by calculating the footprints of daily living the purpose is
to show that small changes in behaviour now could avoid some very challenging problems in the future offering a
global perspective on the question of sustainable living this book will be of great interest to anyone with a concern
for the future as well as students and researchers in environmental studies human geography and development
studies

Biennial Report of the Register of the State Land Office to the
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Governor 1928
when you want only one source of information about your city or county turn to county and city extra this trusted
reference compiles information from many sources to provide all the key demographic and economic data for
every state county metropolitan area congressional district and for all cities in the united states with a 2010
population of 25 000 or more in one volume you can conveniently find data from 1990 to 2015 in easy to read
tables no other resource compiles this amount of detailed information into one place subjects covered in county
and city extra include population by age and race government finances income and poverty manufacturing trade
and services crime housing education immigration and migration labor force and employment agriculture land and
water residential construction health resources voting and elections the main body of this volume contains five
basic parts and covers the following areas part a states part b counties part c metropolitan areas part d cities with
a 2010 census population of 25 000 or more part e congressional districts in addition this publication includes
figures and text in each section that highlight pertinent data and provide analysis ranking tables which present
each geography type by various subjects including population land area population density educational attainment
housing values race unemployment and crime multiple color maps of the united states on various topics including
median household income poverty voting and race furthermore this volume contains several appendixes which
include notes and explanations for further reference definitions of geographic concepts a listing of metropolitan
and micropolitan areas and their component counties a list of cities by county maps showing congressional
districts counties and selected places within each state new in the 24th edition this edition includes data from the
2012 economic census recently released for states counties metropolitan areas and cities table e has been
expanded to include newly available county business patterns data for congressional districts table e includes a
wide selection of 2014 american community survey data social security data and data from the 2012 census of
agriculture for the congressional districts of the 114th congress along with the 114th congressional
representatives

The Art of the English Trade Gun in North America 2018-07-06
big data has the power to change all aspects of agriculture environmental protection and healthcare especially in
developing countries by allowing new levels of analysis and tailoring of impacts how big datawill impact will
benefit smallholder farmers relative to global multinationals the book considers how big data can changing the
way lenders assess creditworthiness of potential borrowers data privacy and security issues are important issues
the key ideas concepts and theories presented are explored illustrated and contrasted through in depth case
studies of developing world based big data companies and deployment and utilization big data in agriculture
environmental protection and healthcare

Inner Harbor Navigation Canal Lock Replacement Project, Orleans
Parish 2009
today concerns about the financial stability of social security trends in disability health care costs and the supply
of caregivers are all driven by the coming explosion in the population of those over the age of 65 aging in america
focuses on the economic and demographic portrait of the senior population and can provide a context for analysis
of broader population issues it provides a range of characteristics of the older population including age
composition race and hispanic origin educational attainment living arrangements veteran status employment and
income health insurance disability and housing characteristics some of the benefits of aging in america include it
provides a cross section of socio economic characteristics focused on the aging population for commonly
researched geographic areas states counties cities metropolitan and micropolitan areas and congressional
districts the tables are structured to allow easy comparisons across geographic areas and easy profiling of
characteristics for any area of reader interest this publication fills an information gap because of the difficulty in
extracting comparative data from the census bureau s american factfinder dissemination system users will have
comparative data in a single reference volume
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Everyday Lifestyles and Sustainability 2018-04-09
the state and metropolitan area data book is the continuation of the u s census bureau s discontinued publication
it is a convenient summary of statistics on the social and economic structure of the states metropolitan areas and
micropolitan areas in the united states it is designed to serve as a statistical reference and guide to other data
publications and sources this new edition features more than 1 500 data items from a variety of sources it covers
many key topical areas including population birth and death rates health coverage school enrollment crime rates
income and housing employment transportation and government the metropolitan area information is based on
the latest set of definitions of metropolitan and micropolitan areas including a complete listing and data for all
states metropolitan areas including micropolitan areas and their component counties 2010 census counts and
more recent population estimates for all areas results of the 2016 national and state elections expanded vital
statistics communication and criminal justice data data on migration and commuting habits american community
survey 1 and 3 year estimates data on health insurance and housing and finance matters accurate and helpful
citations to allow the user to directly consult the source source notes and explanations a guide to state statistical
abstracts and state information economic development officials regional planners urban researchers college
students and data users can easily see the trends and changes affecting the nation today

County and City Extra 2016 2016-11-30
covers receipts and expenditures of appropriations and other funds

Federal Register 2013-05
mediating black religious studies spirituality studies and liberation theology philip butler explores what might
happen if black people in the united states merged technology and spirituality in their fight towards materializing
liberating realities the discussions shaping what it means for humans to exist with technology and as part of
technology are already underway transhumanism suggests that any use of technology to augment intellectual
psychological or physical capability makes one transhuman in an attempt to encourage black people in the united
states to become technological progenitors as a spiritual act butler asks whether anyone has ever been just human
butler then explores the implications of this question and its link to viewing the body as technology re imagining
incarnation as a relationship between vitality biochemistry and genetics the book also takes a critical scientific
approach to understanding the biological embodiment of black spiritual practices it shows how current and
emerging technologies might align with the generative biological states of black spiritualities in order to
concretely disrupt and dismantle oppressive societal structures

Big Data's Big Potential in Developing Economies 2016-10-25
real world advice on how to be invisible online from the fbi s most wanted hacker wired be online without leaving
a trace your every step online is being tracked and stored and your identity literally stolen big companies and big
governments want to know and exploit what you do and privacy is a luxury few can afford or understand in this
explosive yet practical book kevin mitnick uses true life stories to show exactly what is happening without your
knowledge teaching you the art of invisibility online and real world tactics to protect you and your family using
easy step by step instructions reading this book you will learn everything from password protection and smart wi
fi usage to advanced techniques designed to maximize your anonymity kevin mitnick knows exactly how
vulnerabilities can be exploited and just what to do to prevent that from happening the world s most famous and
formerly the us government s most wanted computer hacker he has hacked into some of the country s most
powerful and seemingly impenetrable agencies and companies and at one point was on a three year run from the
fbi now mitnick is reformed and widely regarded as the expert on the subject of computer security invisibility isn t
just for superheroes privacy is a power you deserve and need in the age of big brother and big data who better
than mitnick internationally wanted hacker turned fortune 500 security consultant to teach you how to keep your
data safe esquire
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Aging in America 2016-08-30
find out how your county or city measures up with others across the united states updated annually to guarantee
convenient access to current statistical information county and city extra is a single volume source of data for
every u s state county metropolitan area congressional district and all cities with populations above 25 000

State and Metropolitan Area Data 2017-09-28
much has changed in the area of school law since the first edition of the educator s guide to texas school law was
published in 1986 this new tenth edition of the educator s guide offers an authoritative source on texas school law
through the 2021 legislative sessions intended for educators school board members attorneys and taxpayers it
explains what the law is and what the implications are for effective school operations it helps professional
educators avoid expensive and time consuming lawsuits by taking effective preventive action and it serves as a
highly valuable resource for school law courses and staff development sessions the tenth edition begins with a
review of the legal structure of the texas school system incorporating recent features such as charter schools and
districts of innovation then addresses the instructional program service to students with special needs the rights
of public school employees the role of religion student discipline governmental transparency privacy parental
rights and the parameters of legal liability for schools and school personnel the book includes discussion of major
federal legislation such as the individuals with disabilities education act the family educational rights and privacy
act section 504 of the rehabilitation act of 1973 and title ix on the state level the book incorporates laws
pertaining to cyberbullying inappropriate relationships between students and employees and human sexuality
instruction

Statistics 1971
from ancient metropolises like pueblo bonito and tenochtitlán to the twenty first century oceti sakowin
encampment of nodapl water protectors native people have built and lived in cities a fact little noted in either
urban or indigenous histories by foregrounding indigenous peoples as city makers and city dwellers as agents and
subjects of urbanization the essays in this volume simultaneously highlight the impact of indigenous people on
urban places and the effects of urbanism on indigenous people and politics the authors native and non native
anthropologists and geographers as well as historians use the term indian cities to represent collective urban
spaces established and regulated by a range of institutions organizations churches and businesses these urban
institutions have strengthened tribal and intertribal identities creating new forms of shared experience and giving
rise to new practices of indigeneity some of the essays in this volume explore native participation in everyday
economic activities whether in the commerce of colonial charleston or in the early development of new orleans
others show how native americans became entwined in the symbolism associated with niagara falls and
washington d c with dramatically different consequences for native and non native perspectives still others
describe the roles local indigenous community groups have played in building urban native american communities
from dallas to winnipeg all the contributions to this volume show how from colonial times to the present day
indigenous people have shaped and been shaped by urban spaces collectively they demonstrate that urban history
and indigenous history are incomplete without each other

Bulletin 1903
this is a paper back copy of a historical family tree project casborn creoles is based on the authors research of her
mother s paternal paternal side most of all the book hones in on the family name all noted spellings going back to
the late 1600s as well as a personal dna analysis this book also includes family research for several other familiar
names that were married and or born into the casborn line such as st ann sylve encalade ordogne as well as other
spellings cazaubon casbon and much more
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Statement of Disbursements of the House as Compiled by the Chief
Administrative Officer from ... 2015
cities and disasters presents interdisciplinary and multinational perspectives on emergency management policy
economic development and the various factors that affect the recovery process after natural disasters strike urban
areas the book has three central themes policy urbanity and the interplay of events after disasters that affect the
process of a community s return to normalcy it covers differing approaches to emergency management policy at
local state and federal levels as well as economic development and redevelopment issues in urban areas it also
analyzes the issues of race and ethnicity involved in urban disaster response and recovery plans the book looks at
recent catastrophes such as hurricane katrina superstorm sandy and the 2011 earthquake and tsunami in east
japan the case studies highlight the diverse challenges that communities face with regard to emergency planning
and response given global climate change rising sea levels and the increasing impacts of disasters upon people
particularly in densely populated urban areas there is a clear and urgent necessity to rethink issues involved in
preparation methods for disasters and their aftermath the analyses in cities and disasters help guide policymakers
and policy actors in making decisions that strengthen communities for the future

Biennial Report of the State Treasurer 1874

Black Transhuman Liberation Theology 2019-12-12

The Art of Invisibility 2017-02-14

County and City Extra 2015 2015-12-01

The American Almanac and Repository of Useful Knowledge 1832

the american almanac and repository of useful knowledge for the
year 1833 1832

THE AMERICAN ALMANAC AND REPOSITORY IF USEFUL
KNOWLEDGE 1832

The American Almanac and Repository of Useful Knowledge for the
Year .. 1832

Construction Reports 1986
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Education Directory 1970

Elementary and Secondary Education 1969

Education Directory: Public School Systems 1872

Ninth Census of the United States. Statistics of Population
2022-09-13

The Educator's Guide to Texas School Law 2022-02-17

Indian Cities 2017-11-26

Casborn Creoles of Louisiana: Legally Divided In Black and White
2015-08-20

Cities and Disasters 1983

1980 Census of Population and Housing 2003

Louisiana, 2000
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